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Abstract 
A new and efficient hybrid mode-matching method for the analysis of arbitrarily shappsd inductive 
obstacles and discontinuilia is presented. An open-space spectral method is used to model the electrical 
behavior of the inductive problem, and the modematching technique is then employed for obtaining a 
multimode scattering matrix representation. Phis new method is revealed very useful for the accurate 
and efficient analysis of inductive problems including very arbitrary geometries. Results for some classical 
inductive problems covered in the Literature are  shown, thus confirming the accuracy of the results provided 
by the new tedurique. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The inductive obstacles and discontinuities in waveguiding structures has been tradition- 
ally a key element of many microwave devices, such as manifold diplexers and multiplexers 
placed a t  the payload of communication satellites [l], and microwave filters for communi- 
cation wireless systems [Z]. Therefore, the analysis of these inductive obstacles and dis- 
continuities has received a considerable attention in the technical literature. The  study of 
inductive discontinuities have been performed by two groups of techniques. The  first one 
considers only the fundamental mode interactions and is very efficient computationally [3]. 
On the other hand, the second group takes into account higher-mode interactions but is 
less efficient numerically. In this second group we can find the well known mode-matching 
technique [4], a method based on a multimode admittance matrix representation [5] and 
more recently an eRcient integral equation technique [6]. For the analysis of inductive posts 
a classical single-mode method based on an integral equation can be already found in [7], 
and a multimode technique combining mode-matching and the boundary contour method 
has been recently presented in [a]. 
In this paper a new and efficient hybrid multimode technique is described for the analysis 
of inductive obstacles and discontinuities with generic shapes. This new technique combines 
properly an open-space spectral method with the well known multimode mode-matching 
technique. The spectral method is used for the accurate characterization of the inductive 
problem under consideration, then the mode-matching technique is used t o  efficiently obtain 
a multimode scattering matrix representing the problem. Proceeding in this way inductive 
obstacles of any shape (triangular or square, for instance), generic inductive steps and also 
inductive bends can be efficiently and accurately analyzed. To validate the new method 
derived, results for an inductive window and iris and for inductive circular metallic and 
dielectric posts are offered. Comparisons with available data from the technical literature 
are also included. 
11. THEORY 
The general layout of the problem is depicted in figure 1. 
In order to characterize the scattering behavior of the inductive problem (discontinuities 
and obstacles), an open-space spectral formulation is used, thus expressing the incident and 
scattered field as: 
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Fig. 1. General layout of the inductive pmblcm 
where ip are the incident spectrum and coefficients cq constitute the scattered spectrum. Nd 
must satisfy Nd > K R ,  R being the radius of a circumference that contains the segment, and 
N; must be large enough t o  correctly reconstruct the incident field inside the circumference 
that contains the segment. It is convenient for notation to extend both series to the same 
number of terms N = max(hiz, Nd) .  
Following [9], the 2D multiple scattering problem is solved by obtaining a joint transfer 
function for each element of the inductive problem, which relates the spectra of the incident 
and scattered electric fields in the following way: 
IC. 
p = - N .  
[CII = G . [ i p l  + cq = D q p  ip (2) 
Next, to obtain the multimode scattering matrix of the problem a mode-matching tech- 
nique must be applied. To  proceed in this way, the transversal fields a t  the input (i = 1) 
and output (i = 2) ports must be written as: 
M. M .  e(p, 6)  = a i  erm(zj) e-Thzs i + b 6  & (z i )  e7kz* i (3) 
I?j(p, 6) = -am YiEmo eym(zi) ,-,az; ti + b& YiEmo e;,,,(.;) e7ki* i, (4) 
m=1 WIZ1 
M. M .  
m = l  rn=1 
where M; is the number of TEma modes in the i-th port, and 
( 5 )  
where b, is the height of the input (output) waveguide. 
R must be enforced. Thus: 
The boundary conditions for the electric and magnetic fields a t  the circumference of radius 
967 
After some mathematical manipulations: 
where: 
Projecting expression (12) to e; ($ )  and repeating such operation for n = 1 t o  M I  + M2: 
the following matrix equation is obtained: 
A b = Q g  - -_  
where the elements of & and Q are: - 
2n 
Qmn = 1 [v,~”, e i ( 4 )  + &% - se:($) @ Y 4 ) ]  e:(+)* d# (18) 
Finally, the multimode scattering matrix for the inductive problem is easily obtained as: 
b =  - -  11-1 Q g  = - Sg (19) - 
111. RESULTS 
The new hybrid mode-matchingmethod has been used to calculate some classical induc- 
tive problems in order to test its accuracy. Figure 2a shows the circuital parameters of a 
waveguide with an inductive circular metallic post. The same results for an off-centred post 
(20 = 0.3a) are depicted in figure 2b. In both cases the modematching results are in good 
agreement with the literature [7], and the computational time required for one frequency 
point with modematching was around 1 second with Pentium 166MHz. The  circuital pa- 
rameters of an inductive iris and an inductive aperture are shown in figure 2c, also providing 
good agreement with the literature [3]. Finally, the scattering parameter of a dielectric cir- 
cular post is illustrated in figure 2d and compared with [lo] ( U  = O,714X, d = O.la). The  
time required for each frequency point with modematching was around 2 seconds. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS 
A new hybrid mode-matching method for characterizing inductive problem in waveguiding 
structures has been presented. The method makes use of an open-space spectral formulation 
for the efficient solution of the inductive problem, and a mode-matching approach for ob- 
taining the multimode scattering matrix of the problem The complete method is presented 
and applied to the analysis of several inductive discontinuities and obstacle posts placed in 
a rectangular waveguide. A comparison of these results with the ones from the technical 
literature is also discussed, thus showing the good accuracy of the results obtained with the 
new method derived. 
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Fig. 2. Comparison with literature for =me classical inductive problems. (a) Centred metallic circular 
post. (b) Off-centred metallic circular post. ( c )  Centred dielectric circular post. (d) Inductive iris and 
apert- 
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